This article describes Wharton’s mailing list system that provides mailing lists for courses, clubs and organizations related to students’ academic and extracurricular pursuits.

For information on the official mailing lists for Cohort and Student Class lists, see Cohort and Class Lists.

Before you start:

You may need one or more of the following before you can complete this task:

- An active Wharton account
- An active PennKey account

Mailing lists can be open to anyone, or restricted to just the organization. Lists can also be set up so that only certain people can send to that list.

Accessing Mailing Lists

All Wharton mailing lists use the same list application used by the University. You can visit this application by navigating to https://apps.wharton.upenn.edu/mailinglist/.

You can view the lists you are already on, subscribe to new lists, or unsubscribe. List owners can easily add other administrators or moderators, change owners and manage list subscribers.

Individual Subscriptions

Individuals can subscribe themselves to most mailing lists, unless the list is private or is an official list that syncs automatically based on enrollment (course lists) or student status (class lists).

Managing Mailing Lists

Students, staff and faculty can request a mailing list for a group.

Questions?

Contact: Wharton Computing Student Support

Email: support@wharton.upenn.edu

If you have more questions about how your Alumni Mailing Address works, please contact the Alumni Relations office.